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Abstract—The demand for energy is increasing, especially in
developing countries. Renewable energies such as hydroelectric
power, has become one of the most demanded energy sources
for its generation, that is why it was studied and analyzed,
through the computational dynamics of fluids "CFD" in the
software ANSYS, the flow of a micro vortex gravitational
hydroelectric power station for the generation of electric power.
This study analyzes a structure that, by its design, has the
capacity to form a gravitational vortex current from a water
flow with a small difference in height. To verify results, a
prototype of the system is built, which will generate energy
from the formation of the gravitational vortex. 

For this reason, the creation of this type of projects related
to renewable energies and computational tools require the
training of professionals with extensive knowledge of design
and construction. [4]
One of the main problems affecting the world's population
is environmental pollution, caused in part by the generation
of electricity through nuclear or steam power plants[5];
which requires the incentive to investigate new forms of
electricity generation that do not produce pollution and
reduce environmental impact [6], such as the vortex microcentral gravitational power plant [7], in addition, computer
simulation allows the person to experiment with many
different policies and arguments without changing or
experimenting with the existing real system and therefore
guarantees economic savings since it is possible to modify
variables without the need to implement a prototype or
system for each one of them. [8]
Considering that it is necessary to research and implement
the use of renewable energies that contribute to the
ecosystem, as well as assuring alternatives to the productive
matrix. This research project consolidates the study of the
fluids of a micro-hydroelectric power plant.
By implementing the prototype of a vortex gravitational
micro-centre, since it uses a new generation system and little
knowledge at an institutional level.

Index Terms— ANSYS CFD, energy, simulation, gravitational
vortex.

I. INTRODUCTION
In Ecuador, the National Government supports the
execution of renewable energy projects, adapting to the new
energy matrix. [1] To this is added that, due to its
geographical position, hydraulic energy can be used in
almost all of its territory. [2]
Besides encouraging the use of dynamic computational
tools for fluids, since this is not intuitive, if not impossible,
to predict the behavior of fluid flows in a given system. [3]
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A.

Vortex Gravitational Hydroelectric Power Station
It is an innovative solution for the generation of electrical
energy designed by the Austrian engineer, Franz Zotlötere
known as a gravity hydroelectric plant with vortex; [7] its
energy comes from the swirl of artificially caused water, this
type of power plant is convenient from a water flow with
small differences in height and places with high ecological
sensitivity. [9]
Its operation is based on a round pond with a central
drainpipe, the flow of water that is transported forms a stable
vortex with which it moves the turbine and generates
electricity [10], despite the fact that this plant has a lower
yield than conventional micro-hydropower plants, its
environmental impact is much lower because fish can be
transported freely. [9]

II. METHODOLOGY
A.

Vortex Gravitational System
The material for the polymethyl methacrylate vortex
gravitational system with its mechanical properties shown
below (Table I).
TABLE I. ACRYLIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Mechanical properties of polymethyl methacrylate
Property
Value
Unit
Density
1180
Kg/m3
Young module
6000
MPa
Poisson module
0.33
Creep resistance
70
MPa
Density
1180
Kg/m3

A hydrostatic force was applied, which simulates the
force of water resting in the system, obtaining a maximum
pressure of 1000 Pa (Fig. 1).

B.

Movement Equations
For stationary laminar flow of a viscous, Newtonian,
incompressible fluid without free surface effect, the
equations of motion are the continuity equation: [11]
⃗∇ ∗ 𝑉
⃗ =0
(1)

And the Navier-Stokes equation:
1
⃗ ∗ ⃗∇)𝑉
⃗ = − ⃗∇𝑃′ + 𝑣∇2 𝑉
⃗
(𝑉
𝜌

(2)

Motion equations can be solved by CFD for the stationary,
incompressible, laminar flow case of a Newtonian fluid with
constant properties and no effect of free surfaces. A
Cartesian coordinate system is used. There are four equations
and four unknowns: u, v, w and P'. [8]
C.

Figure 1. Hydrostatic force applies to vortex gravitational system.

B.

ANSYS CFX Study
The study was carried out taking into account the domain
of interest that is, isolating the geometry to be simulated.

Continuity:
𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑣 𝜕𝑤
+
+
=0
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑧

(3)

C.

Solid Model
The CAD of the system was developed in Software
ANSYS ACADEMIC, in the module "Design Model" (Fig.
2).

The set of equations that describe the processes of
movement, heat and mass transfer are known as the NavierStokes equations. 8] These partial differential equations
originated in the 19th century and have no known analytical
solution, but in general they can be discreetly and
numerically solved. [12]
D.

Computational Fluid Dynamics
Of the acronym in English CFD Computational Fluid
Dynamics, [13] within the Mechanics of fluids that is based
on the computational numerical analysis to solve problems
that, by their complexity, can’t be solved analytically and are
related to the movement of fluids, heat transfer, chemical
reactions etc. [14]
The computational dynamics of fluids is a technique that
uses computer programs and advanced computers capable of
executing a large number of calculation operations per unit
of time, thus reducing time and design costs, obtaining
results subject to the accuracy of the assumptions,
approximations and idealizations established in the analysis.
[8]
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Figure 2. Solid model to use

D.

Meshing
To obtain a mesh quality within the acceptable values,
two meshing controls were carried out, which allow to
increase the number of divisions and make it symmetric,
creating only hexahedrons by means of quadrilateral /
triangles (Fig. 3).
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turbulence option we select the option "SSG Reynols Stress",
this model is based on the equation of movement of all its
components, and we keep the other parameters constant
since they are independent of the modeling that we are going
to perform.
The characteristics of "Fluid Specifics Models" are
maintained, in "Fluid Pair Models" the "Surface Tension
Coefficient" option is selected, the surface tension
coefficient is entered which is 0.072 N/m in the international
system. Once the configuration is complete, we apply and
accept the changes (Fig. 4).

Figure 3. Mesh

E.

Mesh Quality
In order to verify that the mesh is correctly made for the
study, it will be determined by means of the obliqueness and
orthogonality criteria, these are parameters that ANSYS
CFX recommends to obtain an adequate solution of the
system [14] (Table II).
TABLE II.

MESH QUALITY OBTAINED

Orthogonality

Software
recommended
Median 0.95-1

Obtained by
simulation
Median 0.86

Obliquity

Median 0-0.25

Median 0.24

Parameter

Mesh quality
Very good
Prime

F.

Pre-processing ANSYS CFX
ANSYS Pre-processing is used to define the simulation
parameters, when starting we will have the whole system
with initial parameters that are provided by the software,
these parameters have to be replaced by those that most
closely resemble reality, since this will help to have a faster
convergence.

G.

Initialization Parameters
In this parameter we need to activate the "Transient"
option, once located in this section, we will enter the real
time that elapses until the system is stabilized in the "Total
time" tab, having made a small system, the stabilization time
is 40 seconds. In the "Timesteps" tab you enter every how
long you want to obtain and store a result of the internal
analysis of the pre-processing, you have entered a time of
0.02 seconds; the two entered values give us the number of
iterations that the software will perform, this is obtained by
dividing the total time for the fractions of time, that is to say,
we will have 2000 iterations.

Figure 4. Definition of characteristic parameters

I.

Definition of Domains
In this section, 4 different domains will be created:
entrance, exit, free surface and walls. Each of these domains
need different configurations that are detailed below.
 Entry.- The place where the fluid will enter is selected. "
 Departure.- In basic configurations, the place where the
fluid will exit is selected and it is specified that it will
be "Opening".
 Free surface.- The place that is going to have a free
surface is selected and it is specified that it will be open;
that is, it will be in direct contact with the air "Opening".
 Walls.- In this section the software recognizes all the
faces that have not been previously used as a wall.
When using polymethyl methacrylate in the construction
of the system, one of the main characteristics of this
material is to present a minimum friction, so it is placed
as null before the fluids.

H.

Definition of Initial Parameters
In order to carry out the simulation, it must be taken into
account that there will be interaction between water and air,
therefore, two types of materials must be created with the
necessary characteristics.
In the model of the domain the reference pressure is
placed in the model of the domain that is equal to an
atmosphere, in the following sections the axis in which
gravity will act with its respective density will be selected;
these values are standard.
In the "Fluid Models" tab, the following parameters are
placed: "Multiphase" and "Homogeneous Model", which
will allow to represent the two flows independently, in the
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•
•
•
•
•
•

J.

Expressions
To define a value based on the variation of the fluid, the
following equations are created.

K.

Continuous Water Flow
It is defined as (Water Flow), this expression allows us to
keep the water flow constant during the established time
which is 2 minutes. A flow of 0.7 kg / s that was obtained
experimentally with the prototype of the gravitational vortex
system will be used. [15]

𝑖𝑓(𝑡 < 2[𝑚𝑖𝑛], 0.7 [

𝑘𝑔
𝑘𝑔
] , 0 [ ])
𝑠
𝑠

Pressure
Water speed
Air speed
Speed
Fraction of water volume
Fraction of air volume.

(4)

L.

Water Pressure
It is defined as (Water Pressure), this expression defines
the pressure exerted by the fluid in the walls of the vortex
gravitational system and is given by: [15]
997 [

𝑘𝑔

𝑚3

𝑚
9.80665 [ 2 ]
𝑠
2.5[𝑐𝑚]
𝑦
𝑎𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑉𝐹
𝑘𝑔
997 [ 3 ]
𝑚

𝑚

] ∗ 9.80665 [ 2] ∗ (2.5[𝑐𝑚] − 𝑦) ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑉𝐹 (5)
𝑠

Gravitational acceleration
Water Inlet height
Existing water level
Volume Fraction
Water Density

M.

Water Pressure
It is defined as (waterVF), this expression takes the value
of 1 when the water level of the simulation does not exceed
the level of water input height [15].
Figure 5. Solution control.

𝑖𝑓(𝑦 < 2.5[𝑐𝑚], 1,0)

(6)

III. SOLUTION CONTROL
In the solution control algorithmic discretization is
defined for the terms previously set in initialization
parameters, ANSYS recommends the option, "Second Order
Backward Euler", this option is applicable for constants and
variables in time steps dimension, and ideal for transient
regime, First Order Backward Euler solves turbulence
equations. In the convergence control, the number of subiterations that the software will perform for each iteration
proposed above is selected; there will be a total of 20,000
sub-iterations, it must be taken into account that all these
mentioned configurations are pre-established by the software
(Fig. 5).
A.

Output Data Control
In the option "Output Control" a label is created for the
variables that you want to monitor, there are several types
(Fig. 6), of which the following are used:
•
Conservation of water volume fraction
•
Absolute pressure
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Figure 6. Output data
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TABLE III.

MINIMUM ORTHOGONALITY ANGLE

Minimum
orthogonality
angle

Ok
Ok

>50°
50°> 20°

!

< 20°

The mesh expansion factor has a domain of 326 and is
defined as questionable due to the acceptance ranges shown
in Table IV.
TABLE IV.

Mesh expansion
factor

MESH EXPANSION FACTOR

Ok
Ok

< 5.0
5.0 < 20.0

!

> 20.0

The maximum radio aspect has a domain name of 14
and is defined as good due to the acceptance ratings show in
the Table V.

Figure 7. Defining partitions

B.

CFX Solver Manager
To be able to simulate correctly, choose to start the
simulation using the initial values; for faster processing
speed, it is recommended to use all processor cores using the
"Platform MPI local parallel" (Fig. 7).

TABLE V.

Maximum radius
aspect

MAXIMUM RADIUS ASPECT

Ok
Ok

< 100.0
100.0 < 1000.0

!

> 1000.0

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The "CFX-Result" module is generated from the "CFXSolver" module, this section contains the data generated
above, as well as the entire description of the fluid including
the meshing of the volume and the solution of the system.

B.

Total Number of Nodes, Elements and Boundaries in
the Grid
This section details the number of nodes that depending
on the type and quality of mesh were created, this quantity
has to be contrasted with the number of nodes allowed by
the software, since it is an academic version and allows a
maximum of 512 thousand nodes (Fig. 9).

A.

Mesh Statistics
Mesh statistics summarize the specific and global
domains they are:
Diagnosis of mesh quality.- Mesh quality diagnostics
include the values of mesh orthogonality, expansion and
radius aspect, for each of these values there is a range
defined by "good (OK), acceptable (ok), questionable (!)"
(Figure 8).

Figure 9. Total number of nodes

The total number of nodes is 114739 and the total
number of elements is 122315, the largest number of
elements is found in the hexahedron section; this is because
when making the mesh is selected this option to have a
better quality of mesh, the other elements are used mainly in
corners and rounding of the system, the total number of
faces created is 17876.

Figure 8. Mesh statistics

The orthogonality angle has a domain of 22.2° and is
defined as acceptable due to the acceptance ranges shown in
table 3.
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G.

Volume Fraction of Water and Air in the Gravitational
System
In the Figs. 13, 14 and 15, show the sectional views of
the system shown; the blue color shows the volume fraction
of water and the gray volume fraction of air.

C.

Vortex Simulation Based on Time
The results obtained will be visualized in the course of
time to examine and extract useful data from the simulation,
these results will be analyzed for the subsequent generation
of energy.

D. View 0.5 Seconds
At 0.5 seconds the impulse of the water hits the left side
wall of the system, for the initial formation of the artificial
vortex with a speed of 0.75 m / s; the pressure exerted by
the water at the beginning, causes that at the entrance to the
cylinder there is a small overflow, which is almost
immediately eliminated (Fig. 10).

Figure 13. Top view of volume fraction of water

Figure 10. Simulated and real view at 0.5 seconds

Figure. 14 Top view of volume fraction of water

E.

View 1.5 Seconds
At 1.5 seconds the water travels almost the entire profile
of the cylinder without overflowing, in addition to already
forming the vortex in a small fraction, with an average
speed of 0.52 m / s; in the section of the start of artificial
vortex, the water that does not enter the cylinder returns to
the entrance (Fig. 11).

Figure 15. Front view volume fraction of water

H. Surface Pressure
The water exerts a pressure on the walls of the gravitational
system, being 1050 pascales the maximum pressure that is
mainly exerted on the edges of the lower part of the cylinder,
there is a slight variation of pressure in the section where the
water collides when entering the system between 583 and
700 pascales (Fig. 16).

Figure 11. Simulated and real view at 1.5 seconds

F.

View 6 Seconds
At 6 seconds the whole system is stabilized, maintaining
a constant flow in the gravitational vortex with a velocity of
0.9 m / s, this being the speed with which electric power
will be generated by a DC generator; the water that does not
enter the cylinder remains in constant motion until it is
driven again (Fig. 12).

Figure 16. Pressure on the walls

Figure 12. Simulated and real view at 6 seconds
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orthogonality and symmetry are in the right ranges, because
if not met you will have erroneous results or in turn the
simulation will not finish and show errors.
In the simulation it presents a small splash of water,
which, in order to correct it, a small lid was placed on the
upper part of the vortex gravitational system entrance.
The gravitational vortex system was developed in
polymethylmethacrylate, since it allows the visibility of the
water flow behavior and thus, be able to compare with the
simulation results.
For the generation of voltage, turbine number 1 proved to
be the most suitable, because it has six blades, unlike the
others that have a larger number.
The convergence time of the analysis performed depends
to a large extent on the computational tools available and the
initial conditions established.
The behavior of the fluid is turbulent in the first 3
seconds, then stabilizes forming a stable vortex within the
cylinder, and remains turbulent in the inlet section.
The different time-dependent results obtained match
exactly with the behavior in the gravitational prototype of the
vortex.
The highest water velocity was located in the lower part
of the discharge cone of the vortex gravitational system,
being this 0.9 m/s.
The greater amount of pressure that is exerted on the
surface of the polymethyl methacrylate is given in the
inferior vertices of the cylinder of the system, since the
weight is in constant movement on them, another section is
in the face that is in front of the water entrance, because it
enters and collides there, first of all, before continuing the
course during the whole system.
It was justified that the design of the developed vortex
gravitational system was adequate for the established needs.

I.

Theoretical Power
For the calculation of the electric energy, the potential
energy of the water is required, the maximum theoretical
hydraulic power value is given by the formula:
𝑃(𝑊) = 𝑄 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝛿 ∗ ℎ
𝑃(𝑊) = 0.0007

(7)

𝑚3
𝑚
𝑘𝑔
∗ 9.80665 2 ∗ 997 3 ∗ 0.05𝑚
𝑠
𝑠
𝑚
𝑃(𝑊) = 0.34𝑊

J.

Actual Power
To obtain the actual power of the system, the voltage
and current is measured with a digital multimeter, using as
load 4 coreless mini motors with a resistance of 9 ohms each,
thus obtaining a voltage of 0.28V and 0.1A as shown in the
Figs. 17 and 18.

Figure. 17. Digital multimeter

Figure 18. Circuit diagram

A total power of:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 𝑉 × 𝐼

(8)
VI. LIMITARIONS OF RESEARCH AND FUTURE WORK

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 0,28 𝑉 × 0,124𝐴
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 0,03472 𝑉𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑠

With the software license it has limits the construction of
a prototype, since the meshing restricted to a specific number
of nodes.
Developing this type of projects in the future opens the
possibility to design more sophisticated water plants
presenting an economic saving and using sources of
renewable energies that help to preserve the environment.

With an efficiency of:

𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙
× 100%
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙
0,03472
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
× 100%
0,34
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 10,21%

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
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